Regology for Gambling

Transform your regulatory compliance to
provide the best experience and the safest
environment for players.
Casinos | Lotteries | iGaming | Sports Betting | Fantasy | Wagering

Gaming and gambling regulations are increasing, and more legislation is on the horizon. Operators
need a comprehensive way to keep current with existing, revised, and new laws that are applicable
to their gambling products.

Game-changing Regulatory Compliance through Automation
Comply with the latest
gambling and gaming regulations in the US and foreign
jurisdictions.

Incorporate applicable
crypto and digital assets
laws to better protect against
illicit transactions.

Increase visibility into new
regulatory developments
and eliminate manual spreadsheets.

Cover all legal restrictions
on marketing and advertising, as well as responsible
gaming requirements.

Ensure your KYC
and AML programs align
with the latest protocols
and sanction lists.

Minimize the outsourcing
of top-tier consultants and
regulatory content data
providers.

Automate and Reduce

95%
80%

reduction in the noise
from regulatory updates.

less time spent
on process reviews.

Save Time, Resources, and Costs
The Regology platform provides a comprehensive, automated way of overseeing:
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Regulation discovery, implementation,
ongoing audits, and reporting.
Relevant regulatory changes that apply
to your activities.
The downstream eﬀects that result from
those regulatory changes.

Regology's End-to-End Regulatory Change
and Compliance Management Solutions
Our regulatory intelligence platform enables
operators to quickly identify and organize applicable legal content, proactively monitor regulatory
changes, and map policies, risks, and controls.

Whether you have your own library of laws
or looking for guidance on which laws and
regulations are pertinent to your online gaming
activities, Regology can help.

It houses both regulatory change and compliance
management solutions, helping teams to have
one source of truth, establish clear processes, and
cut out the noise.

Key Beneﬁts
Build trust with your users by having an
audit-ready compliance program that
shows Integrity & Fair Play.

Sort regulations by topic (e.g. ads, contests, licenses and more) to better map
policies, risks, and controls.

One smart law library to manage all
regulations around Gambling, Casinos,
Wagering, and Fantasy.

Get tailored alerts that notify you as soon
as applicable new bills and legislation are
published.

Smart Law Library

Regulatory Change
Management Solution

The most comprehensive digital law library on
the market, spanning US federal and state
legislation, a growing number of global markets,
and more than 30 countries today.
Curated Regulatory Content
Internal Controls
Patron Wagering Account
AML and KYC
Digital Assets and Crypto
Responsible Gaming
Player Rules and Requirements

Track new bills, monitor relevant regulatory
updates, stay up to date with enforcement
actions, and proactively scan the horizon
for legislation that could aﬀect current and
future lines of business.

Regulatory Compliance
Management Solution
Build out and activate compliance
programs that have clean, well-deﬁned,
and properly mapped out processes.
Eliminate multi-versioned spreadsheets,
cumbersome manual processes, and
siloed workﬂows.

Learn more about Regology and how we can help simplify regulatory compliance
for your online gaming organization by visiting www.regology.com

